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Foreword
by Editorial Team
Welcome to the third edition of our quarterly
magazine «Tower Times». The third edition is
about our market leadership position as the largest
tower company in Myanmar. The intention of this
newsletter is to build bonds, break silos and imbibe
a winning team spirit.
In this edition, we will take you on a tour of system
transformation and advancement, as well as the
enhancement of the localization program within
the organization. We hope that you will enjoy
reading this issue of Tower Times and contribute
towards the forthcoming issues.
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Message from CEO
by Ayad Chammas
This is to maintain suitable dialogue, with the
major stakeholders, to solve any respective
issues regarding opposition to our business and
to ensure alignment, particularly with Land
owners, neighbours, households situated on
access road to site and ward/village or township
committees.
IGT is also committed to addressing any
Irrawaddy Green Towers (IGT) is continuing to grievances relating to IGT business in a timely
work towards being recognized as a company manner to reach a conclusion agreeable by all
which responsibly manages potential risks to parties.
the environment and the health and safety of its
employees, its clients, contractors and By conducting our business in the above
particularly the communities around which it manner we can ensure that we continue to be a
leader in our chosen market and be a major
operates in.
attraction to local workforce for employment.
To enable this to be achieved, IGT conducts its
business in a safe manner by enforcing a ‘Zero
Tolerance’ initiative, which aims to eliminate all
incidents within the company by identifying
and reducing any risks to health, safety and the
environment.
We have implemented a Local Empowerment
Training Program where workers are
empowered to intervene if they believe that a
work activity is unsafe. The program promotes
safety and environmental awareness, within the
workplace, which encourages all employees to
share our commitments and take personal
responsibility for protecting the environment
whilst maintaining a strong health, safety and
environmental leadership culture where safe
behavior is encouraged and recognized.
Along with continuing to improve the quality of
life of the workers and their families within the
workplace, a broader look with the local
community and society at large is also
encouraged.
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New Telenor Order 1000 Towers,
by Ebie George, Rollout Head

Since IGT announced the securing of the new
Telenor order of 1,000 towers in March 2016,
the team has been strategically planning and
executing an efficient rollout of these new geocoverage sites across Myanmar in the more
remote rural and suburban areas. The planning
comprised of thorough project kick-off
meetings to align the vision of the new rollout
project with organizational goals as well as to
achieve the client targets. While assessing the
client’s requirement, we carried out a series of
desktop studies, taking into account our
learnings from past experiences, in order to
effectively evaluate the distribution of the site
locations across each region. This was a vital
part of the strategic planning process which
helped us lay the groundwork for this new
phase of the rollout. A series of site acquisition
workshops were conducted between our teams
and vendors at our Yangon, Mandalay and Nay
Pyi Taw offices. This enabled us to secure the
best possible locations within the given
timeframe. During these workshops, the
stakeholders’
engagement
plan
and
communities outreach programs were a key
component of the discussions along with site
acquisition strategies.
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A pillar to any successful project is careful
resource planning and in this regard,
considerable efforts have been taken to
dedicate an appropriate mix of personnel from
project management, site acquisition, safety
and quality assurance as well as enforcing the
delivery team with new local supervisors under
careful guidance of the existing experienced
team members. Our senior leadership team is
also ensuring effective resource mapping along
with close tracking and monitoring of site
progress, whilst empowering more supervisors
with cluster and regional management
responsibilities. Effective evaluation of existing
civil work contracting partners has been
conducted to draw out the most productive
ones in terms of capacity, performance and
delivery capabilities. Furthermore, our
procurement team undertook an extensive
search in the market to induct new partners, so
that we have more flexibility and team
availability in the field. Continuous close
communication has been maintained between
the delivery and fleet teams to overcome the
operational challenges faced in the more rural
and remote geo-coverage sites and areas
located in rough terrains, or accessible only via
small and narrow roads. IGT has always agreed
with Henry Ford saying: “Coming together is a
beginning; keeping together is progress;
working together is success.”
Most importantly we believe in teamwork.
Collaborating with our team-mates and
colleagues across different functions, as well as
with any vendors, with an open communication
plan and transparent goals will lead us to
success in our new rollout project.
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Government Relations & CSR
by Zaw Win Kyi, Head of GR & CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility @ IGT.
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has become
an increasingly important issue in business. There
are benefits to gain from this effort. However, there
are also consequences as different firms have
different approaches in managing corporate social
responsibility. There is no exact definition for this
term, as every organisation has a different
perception on its meaning and consequently a
different approach in handling it. It is important for
firms to be engaged in CSR activities to help the
environment and society rather than use the
concept to generate profits. Companies can gain
many benefits in engaging in such activities. CSR
can help firms to build trust, tight-knit
relationships with communities as well as social
bonds that will be an asset to the firms in the future.
The increased attention paid on CSR will contribute
to the success of a firm in its respective field. The
more well-known they are for their positive CSR
efforts, the better the reputation of the firm; this in
itself will provide an economic growth in the firm.
Approaches to Manage Corporate Social
Responsibility.
The following methods are identified as the four
main strategic approaches used to manage CSR.
These are obstructionist, defensive, accommodative,
and proactive strategies.
Obstructionist approach:
Firstly, companies that are taking an obstructionist
strategy will completely ignore any forms of social or
ethical responsibility that are beyond their economic
interest. Therefore, companies that are running on
an obstructionist strategy will try to contribute the
least possible in their CSR activities.
Defensive approach:
Secondly, companies who take up the defensive
strategy do not contribute much in their CSR efforts.
However, these companies will do only what is
required and they will protect their self-interest by
passively following the legal requirements, and
contributing just the right amount in their CSR
efforts.
www.igt.com.mm

Accommodative approach:
Thirdly, companies who are running an
accommodative strategy will accept some ethical
and social responsibility, mainly towards their
stakeholders. These companies will fulfill the
requirements of the regulations and at the same
time paying attention to the voices of various
stakeholders. However, they will take the most
passive and minimalist approaches to the demands
of the stakeholders. Most of these companies
contribute more to CSR under the pressure of their
stakeholders and they rarely take their own
initiatives to make further contributions.
Proactive approach
Lastly, firms who take up the pro-active strategy are
very different from the rest. These firms are fully
recognized for their social responsibility and they
are actively participating in efforts in the society to
minimize the negative impacts they created, at the
same time, improving the welfare of their
stakeholders. These are the firms who usually go
beyond the requirements of the regulations. At
Irrawaddy Green Towers, we are actively following
the practice of this approach as our company policy.
IGT strongly supports CSR efforts as this results in
benefits, not only for our business, but more
importantly in the society and the environment.
Internally, IGT is focusing more on employee
benefits so that employees will have greater job
satisfaction. This is one of the company’s
competitive advantages as our employees reward
the company with high productivity levels, thereby
increasing
the
company’s
efficiency
and
performance.
Our company is also able to build a strong brand
image by making positive contributions to the
environment and society. IGT CSR department
plays an important part in positioning our company
in the telecom industry. Positioning is the most
influential factor that will determine the future of
the company. Even though CSR activities may cost
the company, the benefits far outweigh the financial
outlay. We should not take these efforts lightly as it
will undoubtedly impact IGT’s future in
increasingly competitive markets.
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Restoration of Bagan Pagodas
by Zaw Win Kyi, Head of GR & CSR
The recent earthquake that hit Myanmar on
24.08.2016, has destroyed 396 ancient pagodas
in Bagan National Heritage Zone. The public
donations for the restoration of these pagodas is
now in full swing.
The Ministry of Religious Affairs is in the
process of restoring these ancient pagodas with
the direct cooperation and assistance of the
UNESCO.
Irrawaddy Green Towers (IGT), which has a
policy of protecting the environment and the
cultural heritage of Myanmar also participated
in this process. On 26 September, 2016, Mr.
Ayad Chammas, CEO of IGT went to the
Department of National Heritage under the
Ministry of Religious and Cultural Affairs and
donated MMK 3,000,000/- towards the
restoration of the Bagan pagodas.
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At the donation, Mr. Chammas conveyed the
message to Daw Ohnmar Aung, Director of the
department that he and his family visited Bagan
last year and they were struck by the beauty of
this National Heritage site. When news emerged
that hundreds of these pagodas were destroyed
he was deeply affected. Mr. Ayad Chammas
expressed that IGT wishes to participate for the
long term in the UNESCO project of the Bagan
pagodas
restoration.
Director
of
the
department, Daw Ohnmar Aung expressed
appreciation for this IGT proposal and
welcomed the gesture. She also replied that this
IGT proposal would be relayed to the Ministry
level.
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Localization & Empowerment Program
by Myat Soe Htun, HR Director

This Local Empowerment Program has been
launched as part of IGT’s organizational
capacity building and local empowerment
initiative. Through the program, IGT aims to
empower the local employees to develop their
skills to their utmost ability, to be more efficient
in their responsible work area, foster care and
support and to step up further to the next level
within the organizational hierarchy. Moreover,
it helps to reduce the dependency upon
expatriates, while simultaneously creating
several numbers of jobs.
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Our IGT mentoring program is designed for the
staff who have industrial experience as well as
for fresh graduates. We, IGT management along
with HR and other department heads, initiated
the empowerment program in early 2016 and
officially launched to all IGT employees in April.
The first batch of employees selected for our
local empowerment program consists of 24
personnel from different departments and
regions. After being matched with certain
managers and department heads those selected
are to be working with and meeting their
assigned mentors from time to time. With
sufficient coherence, the program is to be
strongly adhered to standardized criteria which
lead these employees to increased independent
performances within their working life. IGT, as
one of the biggest telecom tower construction
companies in Myanmar, is looking forward to
giving birth to and leverage local leaders to
create strong and consistent development in
IGT
organization
as
well
as
the
Telecommunications sector in Myanmar.
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Field Trip @ Chaung Thar Beach
In late April, IGT enjoyed its first company
field trip to Chaung Thar Beach in
Ayeyarwaddy Division. The trip was arranged
to celebrate the momentous landmark of IGT
delivering 2,000 towers across Myanmar.
Although every department is busy with their
day-to-day tasks, a 2-day beach trip had been
arranged to properly celebrate this victory for
the IGT family.

The night of celebration was kicked off by our
IGT CEO, Mr. Ayad Chammas' welcoming
speech about the IGT journey so far, and the
guests proceeded with the festivities long into
the night All in all, it was a very successful and
enjoyable trip, thanks to all IGT family members
for their careful planning and arranging, and
most of all for their fun spirit!.
A total of 130 IGT employees from various
departments were able to join in the
festivities. All attendees were requested to
gather at the IGT Head Office at 4:00am in
the early morning of the day and head off on
the four and half hour drive across
Ayeryawaddy Division’s scenic greenery.
Once the IGT party had arrived at Chaung
Thar Beach, the guests checked in to two
neighboring hotels: Amazing Chaung Thar
Resort and Belle Resort. After a day spent
doing various activities, including cycling,
swimming or simply lazing on the beach, all
guests attended the specially arranged party
in the evening, complete with DJ
entertainment and delicious buffet dinner.
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Photo of the month, July 2016
Arthur San Juan
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Photo of the month, August 2016
Pyae Phyo Kyaw
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